


FILL IN THE BLANKS 

QUESTIONS ASKED IN 

PREVIOUS YEAR EXAMS



1) I who ______ your friend and well-wisher,

should have been informed about your decision.

1. be

2. am

3. is

4. are

Solution : 2

‘Am’ will be used for the subject ‘I’.



2) Keep away from bad company ______ you

should regret later.

1. whether

2. unless

3. although

4. lest

Solution : 4

‘Lest’



3) These apples ______ Rs.100 per kg. Do

you think they are expensive?

1. cost

2. is costing

3. has cost

4. costs

Solution : 1. cost



4) Please sign these documents ______ ink so

that they can be preserved .

1. from

2. in

3. with

4. by

Solution : 2. in



5) Educators have ______ unique responsibility

towards the empowerment of their students.

1. an

2. some

3. a

4. few

Solution : 3. a



6) Unfortunately, the computer has also been

responsible for the ______ of fraudulent schemes

through which many people are deceived by promises

of quick wealth.

1. promulgation

2. pretension

3. proclamation

4. proliferation

Solution : 4. proliferation



7) Plenty of information about the flora and

fauna of India ______ available in this book.

1. are

2. has

3. is

4. were

Solution : 3

‘Plenty of information’ will take singular verb.

flora and fauna - वनस्पतिऔर जीव



8) “Malaria ______ is one of the top priorities

of the government,” said the Minister.

1. dismissal

2. abolition

3. excursion

4. eradication

Solution : 4

Eradication fits in the context.



9) Dozens of dogs in Norway have recently

been hit by a mysterious and at times, ______

illness, raising concerns among dog owners.

1. suspicious

2. desperate

3. fatal

4. dreary

Solution : 3. fatal



IDIOMS & PHRASES 

QUESTIONS ASKED IN 

PREVIOUS YEAR EXAMS



10) Throughout his speech the crowd

was all ears.

1.very attentive

2.talking loudly

3.covering their ears

4.making a lot of noise

Solution : 1.very attentive



11) The man heaved a sigh of relief when he was

sure he was out of the woods.

1.discharged from hospital

2.released from prison

3.out of danger

4.out of the forest

Solution : 3.out of danger



12) His success at such a young age speaks volumes

for his talent.

1.gives enough proof

2.boasts a lot

3.publically announces

4.showers praise

Solution : 1.gives enough proof



True friends stay by our side

through thick and thin.

1.under all circumstances

2.in happy moments

3.in difficult times

4.in different weathers

HOME WORK 




